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L

ittle Fellowship is a church based independent dual medium

curriculum

nursery school in the secure and safe environment of the

is designed to teach the children in an integrated

Fellowship Church of Melkbosstrand.

approach meeting the needs of all the children in a

The school falls under the vision and auspices of the church.

differentiated class environment.

The specific vision of the school is
to educate, grow and nurture children
to fulfill their God given purpose in the
Kingdom of God.
learners

it is an inclusive school, with a ratio of 80% mainstream

learners and 20% special needs Downs Syndrome learners.

program
will incorporate all the different learning styles needed
for the varying needs of the children. The special needs
learners will have their additional needs catered for within
the framework of their age group.

learning
play is the cornerstone of the pre-primary class. The
school’s aim is to incorporate play and structured activities

All Downs Syndrome children will be assessed to establish

based on the Western Cape Education Department

whether or not the school can accommodate their individual

Curriculum. The integrated approach facilitates all areas

needs by an approved occupational therapist.

of learning around a weekly theme incorporating literacy,
numeracy and life skills which include gross motor activities,
drama, creative work and music.

1 + 1 = 2

All learning will incorporate a Christian
worldview and foster a love for and dedication
to Jesus through the use of Bible stories,
rhymes and songs.

we seek to foster and develop

assessments

personal, social and environmental well being;

will be done on all the children on a regular basis to

positive attitude towards learning;

ensure that they are developing and progressing to reach

social skills;

the necessary milestones.

attention skills and persistence;
language, literacy and communication;

communication

problem solving, reasoning and numeracy;

will be ongoing with the parents to ensure success in every

physical development;

area of learning and to incorporate the parents in the

creative development;

growth and development of their child.

knowledge and insight of the world around them;
spiritual growth and love of God.

general
the school will follow the Western Cape Education

classes & teachers

Department terms, times and holidays to align with other

the school will have three classes, grade 000 (age 3-4),

schools in the area. There will be no aftercare facility.

grade 00 (age 4-5), and grade R (age 5-6) with the

The children will be required to bring their own snack.

maximum of fifteen learners per class. Each class will be

The policy of the school will encourage a healthy snack

taught by a qualified teacher and assistant who will work

with no fizzy drinks, sweets or chips allowed.

flexibly between the classes as needed. Depending on the
specific needs of the special needs learners, additional
staff will be allocated.

specialised therapies
will be available to learners that require it. Therapies
will be offered at the school, during school hours, at an
additional cost to parents.

Train up a child in the way he should go, and
when he is old he will not depart from it.
Proverbs 22:6

